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Figure 1. We present Live Sketch, an interactive system for users with no or little animation skills to create vivid dynamic deformation of a sketch (a) by first extracting object motion from a video sequence (bottom), and then transferring the motion to the sketch (top). Please see the animation in the accompanying video. Image credit: Albert Ziganshin.

ABSTRACT
Creating sketch animations using traditional tools requires special artistic skills, and is tedious even for trained professionals. To lower the barrier for creating sketch animations, we propose a new system, Live Sketch, which allows novice users to interactively bring static drawings to life by applying deformation-based animation effects that are extracted from video examples. Dynamic deformation is first extracted as a sparse set of moving control points from videos and then transferred to a static drawing. Our system addresses a few major technical challenges, such as motion extraction from video, video-to-sketch alignment, and many-to-one motion-driven sketch animation. While each of the sub-problems could be difficult to solve fully automatically, we present reliable solutions by combining new computational algorithms with intuitive user interactions. Our pilot study shows that our system allows both users with or without animation skills to easily add dynamic deformation to static drawings.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a new wave of research on developing intelligent user interfaces to help novice users create artistically expressive sketches and drawings. Representative examples include ShadowDraw [31], EZ-Sketch [42], ColorSketch [32], and the repetition autocompletion system [49]. By combining intelligent computational algorithms with intuitive UI controls, these systems enable novice users with little or no formal artistic training to create static drawings of high quality with minimal user effort, which otherwise cannot be achieved using traditional tools.

Despite the fact that creating static drawings has been made easier by these tools, creating high-quality 2D animations remains both difficult and time-consuming. Traditional animation tools, such as Adobe Flash and Toon Boom software, require accurate motion keyframing, which is a tedious and labor-intensive process even for experienced artists. To avoid this, new interactive tools have been proposed to allow artists to specify motion in more creative ways, such as spatio-temporal sketching [20], or using specially-designed cursive gestures [44]. Still, using these tools requires not only intensive training, but also animation skills that novice users do not possess. It is very hard for novice users to mentally map a desired continuous object motion to static keyframe drawings that are discrete and sparse.

On the other hand, there exist many videos with rich motion information, which can be potentially extracted and used for animating 2D sketches. Proper video examples should contain mainly 2D motion that can be semantically mapped to...
sketches. An ideal video-driven sketch animation workflow would be: 1) given an arbitrary sketch, search for proper video examples from a large dataset of videos; 2) extract and transfer the motion of the retrieved relevant videos to the sketch. While both the subproblems are interesting, we aim to address the second subproblem and focus on how to effectively reuse the motion of a given video example for animating sketches which might have different shapes from the video objects. Our work thus shares the same objective as Bregler et al. [10] in producing video-driven animation. However, their technique requires a series of user-prepared target key-shapes corresponding to the source key-shapes from a video, and transfers interpolation weights to achieve keyframe-based animation, while ours needs only a single sketch.

In this paper, we present Live Sketch, a new intelligent interface to assist non-professional users in animating a single sketch through expressive dynamic deformation using corresponding video example(s), as illustrated in Fig. 1. Our main idea is to extract the desired motion from an existing video as a sparse set of moving control points (Fig. 1 (d)), which are then used to drive the deformation of the mesh on which the sketch is embedded (Fig. 1 (b)). We propose new computational algorithms and combine them with intuitive user controls for robust and controllable motion extraction and transfer so that our system is friendly even for users with no or little animation skills.

In the motion extraction stage, we propose a new semi-automatic video tracking approach, which is able to track complex non-rigid object motion and is robust against occlusion and ambiguity. Our approach extends the existing techniques [2, 11] by introducing an additional component that allows our tracking method to handle the drifting problem due to ambiguity and topology changes. It takes a minimal set of user-specified, semantically-meaningful control points on the first frame, and automatically tracks their positions throughout the video. This approach can also incorporate sparse user edits as hard constraints to refine the tracking results in difficult cases.

In the motion transfer stage, we animate an input sketch by mesh-based deformation guided by the tracking results (Fig. 1(b)), while providing users a set of tools to fine-tune the deformation effects such as local rigidity of the motion. We further show how to interactively decompose a sketch into multiple layers to handle complex object motion patterns, such as self-occlusion and topology change.

We have conducted a pilot user study to evaluate the usability and expressiveness of our system, demonstrating very positive results. Our work presents the following main contributions:

- The first efficient and user-friendly 2D animation tool that animates a single drawing by reusing the motion information of a video example.
- A new sparse point tracking method that is robust against occlusion and ambiguity, and allows easy user control.
- A new stroke-preserving mesh deformation method for animating sketches, with constraints for better preserving the shape of user-specified strokes.

RELATED WORK

Digital sketching. There has been extensive research on how to assist artists or novice users in creating sketches. Some methods refine or guide users’ sketching by analyzing a crowd-sourced set of images [31], low-quality drawings [19], or even a single image being traced over [42]. Xing et al. [49] present a painting system that auto-completes tedious repetitions. These methods have focused on assisting users in producing individual static drawings. Animations, on the other hand, rely heavily on users’ sense of both space and time [41, 9]. Our system aims to relieve users from the tedious control required of motion authoring by making use of video examples.

Sketch-based animation. Several animation tools with intuitive interaction techniques have been proposed in recent years. A common objective is to develop tools that aid interactive specification of motion trajectories. Willett et al. [48] and Thorne et al. [44] present a set of transition motions or cursive gestures for sketching a significant variety of motions for 2D characters. Guay et al. [20] introduce a space-time sketching concept that enables animators to create a movement, including shape deformation over time, by sketching only a single stroke. Other techniques use predefined motion effects (particle, waves, smoke, etc.) to animate 2D static drawings [27, 50]. These methods focus on specific animation effects or a small number of animation styles. Other methods aim at interactively predicting what users might sketch next using temporal coherence [46, 1, 51]. But they still require many manual sketching operations for each keyframe. Unlike these methods, our Live Sketch is able to generate complex non-rigid deformation for a static sketch by retargeting motions from videos with a small amount of user assistance.

Animation tools using video. There have been existing tools that also utilize videos for animation creation, as videos provide abundant motion. One way is to interactively produce cutout-style animations [6, 22] by processing color or RGB-D videos. Another category is non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) techniques, which transform images or videos into artistically stylized renderings. For example, Ben-Zvi et al. [8] develop a data-driven method that automatically converts videos and CG animations to stylized animated line drawings. Please refer to [30] for an insightful survey on this topic. These methods focus on changing the rendering styles of input videos instead of extracting the underlying motion for animating new line drawings. Santos et al. [38] provide a user interface to animate a sketch painted over the video using optical flow, and thus their system can animate only drawings of similar structure as input videos.

Animations can also be created by tracking a contour of an object in the video and using its temporally coherent information. For instance, Bregler et al. [10] track the motion from traditionally animated cartoons and retarget it onto 3D models or 2D drawings. It takes a keyframe-based approach and requires a series of corresponding input and output key shapes for deformation interpolation, leading to more expressive results than ours but at the cost of significantly additional user inputs. In contrast, we take a non-keyframe-based approach to transfer dynamic movement of control points to a single
static drawing, thus requiring significantly less user’s input and lowering the barrier for novices. Their method further requires a sub-part decomposition procedure, which is relatively easy for cartoon characters but is hard for real video objects. Agarwala et al. [1] present a rotoscoping approach that uses computer vision techniques to reduce user interaction in the contour-tracking process. The extracted contours from this system can be used to drive user sketches for video stylization. Our system uses sparse control points as motion representation, which are much easier to track accurately than contours, and thus requires much less computation and user intervention in the tracking process.

**Face and body driven animation.** Our system is closely related to automated human-performance-driven animation. MoCap [29] is the industry standard for capturing 3D human pose for animation. It requires complex hardware setup that is not easily accessible to normal users. Fitting 3D face or body models to images and videos to extract human motion has been extensively studied [13, 15, 47, 17, 35, 43]. It has enabled new real-time face- or body-driven animation systems such as Adobe Character Animator. Park et al. [34] directly synthesize human motion in video by analyzing exemplars. However, these systems are limited to facial expression or body motion only. In contrast, our system focuses on extracting and transferring 2D dynamic deformation for a wide range of objects. Furthermore, it uses a regular video as motion source, which is relatively easy to capture and vastly available online.

**Cross-modality motion retargeting.** Many systems have been proposed to transfer motion across different modalities. For example, Yamane et al. [52] generate animations of non-humanoid characters from human motion capture data. Hornung et al. [23] transfer 3D motion data to 2D image objects, while Diener et al. [18] retarget 2D motion fields for the animation of 3D plant models. Zhou et al. [55] propose to use the volumetric graph Laplacian for large 3D mesh deformation, allowing motion to be transferred from exaggerated 2D animations to 3D meshes. Bernhard et al. [36] focus on the animation of 3D articulated creatures using video examples. Our system is a pure 2D system, and thus is applicable even when 3D models are not available.

**Video tracking.** Previous single object tracking methods [33, 5, 14, 12] often utilize weak local features of sampled patches to track a single object at the bounding box level. The box position is determined from all patches through a voting or statistical aggregation method. Our application however requires more than a bounding box: it requires tracking a sparse set of control points to capture major structural deformation.

Sparse feature tracking is a fundamental component for video analysis that has been extensively studied in the computer vision literature. Our tracking method is built upon well-known tracking techniques such as good-feature-to-track [40] and Struck [21]. However, most previous tracking methods track each feature point individually without considering their geometrical relationships. This is valid for most computer vision tasks where hundreds of features are being tracked on each frame, and tracking errors are eliminated by outlier removal methods such as RANSAC. However, since we only track a few semantically-meaningful control points, tracking failure of a single point would result in large distortion. This problem is alleviated by our joint-optimization over multiple points.

**OUR SYSTEM**

**System Overview**

**Inputs.** As illustrated in Fig. 1, our system takes as input a static sketch drawing represented as a vector graphics, and a video example that contains the desired motion of a moving object for animating the sketch. The moving object should be entirely visible throughout the video. The source motion should be approximately 2D and within the image plane, since deforming a 2D sketch in 3D can easily lead to (e.g., twisting) artifacts. Furthermore, since what we care about is the motion of the foreground objects, we assume that the camera of the input video is static. Existing camera motion prediction methods such as [54, 3] may help to remove camera motion.

**Motion Representation.** A key question for our motion transfer task is the representation of object motion. Given the complexity of natural object motion, it is difficult to describe it in parametric forms, as similarly done in [10]. For non-parametric representation, we could choose either dense or sparse motion flow. The former can be extracted by optical flow methods, while the latter be computed by using sparse feature tracking. We have experimented with both representations, and concluded that sparse feature point trajectories are more suitable for our task. The reason is that dense flow often contains tracking errors that could distort the sketch during animation, and these errors are hard to correct via a user interface, given that motion is defined on every pixel. On the contrary, sparse trajectories allow us to enforce strong spatial and temporal smoothness in motion, resulting in more stable animation. It further allows quick user editing by interactively moving the positions of these points. The downside of using sparse representation is that motion with finer granularity cannot be captured and transferred. This problem, however, can be partially alleviated by adjusting the spatial distribution of control points, as described in Section “Control Point Extraction”.

**User Interface**

Our system uses a two-stage workflow to animate user’s 2D static sketch: (1) motion extraction from the input video; and (2) motion transfer to the sketch. We first introduce the user interfaces for these two stages, as shown in Fig. 2.

**Motion Extraction**

We provide an intuitive user interface to extract the desired motion from the video. The user first defines a set of structural control points inside the object, which are automatically tracked through the entire video. The details about control point extraction are described in Section “Control Point Extraction” and our tracking method is described in Section “Motion Extraction”. The trajectories of these control points represent the object motion, and will be applied to the corresponding control points on the sketch for animation. Given that automatic tracking is not always perfect, our interface also provides manual tools for fine-tuning the extracted motion by adding,
removing or repositioning the control points. The motion trajectories are updated in real time and visualized to the user during the editing process (see Fig. 2(left)).

Figure 2. Our user interfaces. Left: motion extraction UI, where control points are defined and tracked in the input video. Right: motion transfer UI, where the position and motion of the control points are used to drive the sketch. The corresponding control points on the video and sketch are shown with the same numbers. Image credit: Albert Ziganshin.

Motion Transfer

The system automatically maps the control point trajectories to the user’s sketch (Section ”Control Point Transfer”). These mapped control points are used as constraints in a mesh deformation process to drive the animation, as detailed in Section ”Motion Transfer”. The user can immediately review the animation result without any additional manual operation.

Figure 3. Interactive tools for motion transfer. Left: the user can label selected strokes as decoration strokes (i.e., no motion), or add strong shape rigidity constraints to strokes. Right: the user can group several strokes as a new layer to animate them independently from other strokes, or add/move automatically initiated joints in the layer intersection regions.

Our interface provides interactive tools for fine-tuning the automatically-generated sketch animation, as shown in Fig. 3. First, it allows the user to adjust the spatial positions of the control points on the sketch, whose initial positions are automatically inferred from the control points on the video object. Another useful tool is ”Rigidity Stroke”, which can be used to alleviate local shape distortion during the animation. The user can also use a ”Decoration Stroke” tool to mark sketch components that are to remain stationary, like those for background decoration or a ”Pin Point” tool to add stationary control points to the sketch (black points with no IDs in Fig. 10(a)).

One important feature of our system is its ability to decompose a sketch and animate it in multiple layers (see Fig. 3, Right). This is particularly useful for handling self-occlusions, which are common for video objects with complex motion. To create such layers, the user can use a ”Layer Brush” to paint over strokes that should be grouped together, based on the semantics of the object and its motion. We also provide an interface for users to refine the automatically generated joints between layers to fine-tune the animation. Please refer to Section ”Multi-layer Animation” for more details.

Control Point Extraction

In our system, object motion is represented by a set of sparse control points which are tracked throughout the video, and used as constraints for deforming the sketch for animation. We have done extensive studies on automatically computing these points. We have tried to use image features such as SIFT or SURF to find good points to track, and also explored determining the points based on the initial object shape. In the end we conclude that although these automatic approaches do work well in some cases, they cannot handle a wide variety of examples well. This is due to the following requirements on these control points:

R1. They should be sparsely distributed across the entire object shape to cover the animated region.

R2. Their distribution should reflect the degree of freedom of the underlying motion. For example, one control point could be enough for a flying baseball; however, more are needed for a fly bird to capture its wing motion.

R3. They should be easy to track in the video, such as image corners, which have large appearance dissimilarity from their neighborhood.

R4. The number of control points should be minimal for easy user adjustment.

R5. They should obey the semantics of the object, e.g., respecting semantic symmetry (such as the tentacles of the running virus in Fig. 1).

R1 suggests having a sufficient number of control points to capture the underlying motion of the object. On the other hand, R4 aims to minimize the number of control points. This suggests distributing the control points adaptively with respect to the underlying motion (R2), while making sure each control point is semantics-aware (R5) and located in regions with salient image features (R3). While the individual requirements might be satisfied using local image feature space, motion analysis and shape analysis, satisfying all the requirements in a balanced manner is more difficult and requires deep semantic understanding of the object and its motion. On the other hand, it is relatively easy for the user to preview the video and determine the semantics of the object and its motion. We thus resort to a manual procedure for specifying control points. We employ a robust tracking algorithm that jointly optimizes all tracking points, as detailed in the next section.

Discussion. The distribution of the control points determines the granularity of the motion we extract; fewer control points result in coarser motion, and vice versa. However, having too many control points could be problematic as the tracking failure might increase, and the motion field becomes less stable due to tracking errors. Given that we will enforce temporally-smooth motion fields for animation stability, we have found that a smaller set of control points (one or two dozens) is usually sufficient for a wide variety of examples.
Motion Extraction

After specifying the control points, we track their positions throughout the video. A naive approach would be to track each control point individually using standard point tracking methods, e.g., KLT point tracker [53]. However, these methods may fail for some points that are hard to track, e.g., points specified in textureless regions, resulting in drifting. Used as hard constraints, these drifted points will later distort the sketch shape in the final animation. Given that automatic tracking failure may always occur no matter how robust the underlying algorithm is, we employ an interactive tracking procedure. We first adopt a dynamic-programming-based trajectory optimization framework [2, 11] to track individual points. When tracking drifting occurs for one point, the user only needs to modify the tracking position of the failed point in a particular frame, which is incorporated as a hard constraint to globally refine the whole trajectory of the failed point. Therefore, the user can quickly refine the tracking results by only editing a few frames. This interactive tracking method is quite efficient and is able to address drifting due to ambiguity. To handle the second source of drifting due to ambiguity, we jointly optimize over multiple tracking trajectories. Specifically, the tracking algorithm optimizes the following energy for each control point trajectory:

\[ E_{tr}(x) = \sum_{t} \left( \lambda_d d(x_t, x_{t+1}) + \lambda_a a(p_t, p_{t+1}) + \min_k (a(p_t, c_k)) \right), \]

where \( x_t \) represents the position of a control point \( x \) in frame \( t \), and \( p_t \) denotes the feature descriptor (SIFT in our implementation) of the image patch (we use \( 9 \times 9 \) patches) centered at \( x_t \). The energy consists of three parts. The velocity term \( d(\cdot) = \|x_t - x_{t+1}\|^2 \) and update penalty term \( a(\cdot) = \|p_t - p_{t+1}\|^2 \) measure the respective motion intensity and appearance transition between two consecutive frames, to achieve a smooth motion and appearance transition. \( a(\cdot) = \|p_t - q_k\|^2 \) in the third term is a measure of the appearance deviation from the user-specified control point locations \( \{c_k\} \), where \( q_k \) is the patch feature descriptor of \( c_k \). The user may manually specify two or more control point positions at different frames. We measure the appearance energy of points at other frames using \( \min_k (a(p_t, c_k)) \), so that they should match at least one of these user-specified control points.

We minimize the energy function in Eq. 1, by finding the shortest path of a graph (Fig. 4). First, the user specifies the locations, \( \{c_k\} \), of the tracking point at some frames (black circles). Then, for each remaining frame, we find a set of trajectory candidate positions (green circles), which have small appearance deviation from user-specified positions. Then we build a graph that takes these candidate points and the user-specified points as its nodes. We connect the points of each frame \( t \) with those of the next frame \( t + 1 \) as the edges of the graph (gray lines). The weight of each node \( p_t \) is its appearance deviation \( a(p_t, c_k) \). The weight of each edge is computed by

\[ w_e(p_t, p_{t+1}) = \lambda_d d(x_t, x_{t+1}) + \lambda_a a(p_t, p_{t+1}). \]

Therefore, the total cost of the shortest path is the minimum value of \( E_{tr}(x) \).

To handle the occlusion problem, we also fully connect the points of each frame with those of its next \( m \) frames (dot lines in Fig. 4, we set \( m = 10 \)). The weight of the extra edge between two respective nodes \( p_t \) and \( p_{t'} \) of frame \( t \) and \( t' \) (\( t + 1 < t' \leq t + m \)) is

\[ w_e(p_t, p_{t'}) = \lambda_o + \lambda_d d(x_t, x_{t'}) + (t' - t)\lambda_a u(p_t, p_{t'}). \]

The parameter values and more details of this method can be found in [2, 11].

Ambiguity Handling

Besides the occlusion problem, another source of drifting is ambiguity, i.e., when two or more tracking points with similar appearance get close to each other. An example is shown in Fig. 6(top). When the two legs of the tiger cross, the two control points become too close to each other, and they end up tracking the same image feature going forward, resulting in a collision.

To solve this problem, we propose a new energy minimization method to jointly optimize the tracking trajectories of multiple points (Fig 5). The main idea is to first generate a set of trajectories for each control point as candidate trajectories (Fig. 5(top)) and then employ a global optimization approach to select the best one for each point by jointly considering multiple points together.

Candidate Trajectories. Given all control points on a keyframe, we first compute the appearance similarity between any two points based on \( a(\cdot) \) in Eq. 1. We then group points into several sets, each containing points that have similar appearance. Denote one such set as \( S = \{x^1, ..., x^n\} \). For each point \( x^i \), we apply the method proposed in [16] to compute a set of candidate tracking trajectories. This method has two major parameters: (1) the maximum overlap between any two candidate trajectories, which we set as \( T/4 \), where \( T \) is the total number of frames; and (2) a tracking cost threshold (set to 4.0 times of the shortest path’s cost).
We use a greedy algorithm to minimize this energy. We first initialize the solution by choosing the trajectory that has the minimal tracking energy for each point (according to Eq. 1). Starting from the point that has the largest total energy according to Eq. 2, we assign to it another candidate trajectory that best minimizes this energy. We repeat this process until the total energy cannot be further reduced.

We use a greedy algorithm to minimize this energy. We first initialize the solution by choosing the trajectory that has the minimal tracking energy for each point (according to Eq. 1). Starting from the point that has the largest total energy according to Eq. 2, we assign to it another candidate trajectory that best minimizes this energy. We repeat this process until the total energy cannot be further reduced.

Control Point Transfer
To transfer the extracted motion to the input sketch, we first need to map the control points specified on the video object to the sketch. Because of possibly dissimilar appearance between the sketch content and the video object, existing methods [4, 39] based on local features of the content are not suitable for our scenario. We propose a semi-automatic mapping method based on their contours.

The contour of the sketch can be extracted using the Active Contour models [26]. The contour of the video object can be extracted by automatic GrabCut segmentation [37] with the bounding box enclosing all the tracking points as input. Note that thanks to the requirement R1, the bounding box of the tracking points can typically well cover the video object. This contour-extraction method works well when the background is clean. Otherwise, the user can quickly draw the correct outline using a pen tool (e.g., the example in Fig. 6(bottom)). Then we apply the Shape Context method [7] to build correspondence between the two contours. Next, for a control point inside the video object, we represent its location using the barycentric coordinate of a set of evenly sampled contour points, and compute its location using the same barycentric coordinate on the sketch image. We also provide an intuitive user interface to assist fine-tuning the mapping results (Section User Interface) when the object contour of sketched and video objects is very dissimilar like the example in Fig. 10(b).

Motion Transfer
We use the sparse control point trajectories to drive the final sketch animation. For this purpose, we first embed the sketch into a mesh and then use a mesh deformation method to warp the mesh for animation. The mesh is generated by triangulating an expanded region of the sketch (see Fig. 1). Our expectation for the deformation is twofold: (1) the deformed mesh should closely follow the guidance of the control points to preserve the extracted motion, thus requiring the resolution of the mesh to be high enough to afford the detailed motion; and (2) the original sketch strokes should not be distorted too much to avoid unnatural deformation artifacts.

Traditional controlled mesh deformation methods, such as the as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) mesh deformation [24, 25], are designed to keep only the rigidity of the mesh triangles (see Fig. 8), not necessarily preserving the shape of the embedded...
We develop a stroke-preserving ARAP mesh deformation method. The stroke in green is set to be more rigid.

**Figure 7.** Sketch deformation results with (bottom) and without (top) applying our stroke-preserving ARAP mesh deformation method. The stroke in green is set to be more rigid.

We uniformly sample points from each user-specified input stroke, and construct a sketch triangle set \( \mathcal{S}_0 = (\mathcal{V}_0, \mathcal{T}_0) \) (purple triangles in Fig. 8) by connecting every three consecutive points on each stroke, excluding degenerate triangles on line segments. We then construct a link triangle set \( \mathcal{T}_l \) by connecting each vertex in \( \mathcal{V}_s \) with the three vertices of the triangle in \( \mathcal{V}_0 \) on which it falls.

**Figure 8.** The modified mesh used for stroke-preserving mesh deformation.

Given the augmented mesh structure \( \mathcal{M} = (\mathcal{V}_0 \cup \mathcal{V}_s, \mathcal{T}_0 \cup \mathcal{T}_l \cup \mathcal{T}_s) \), we formulate the stroke-preserving ARAP deformation as the following energy minimization problem:

\[
\min_{\mathcal{M}} E_0 + \gamma E_{\text{link}} + \gamma E_{\text{sketch}}.
\]

(3)

where \( E_0, E_{\text{link}} \) and \( E_{\text{sketch}} \) are the deformation energy terms of the three mesh triangles set \( \mathcal{T}_0, \mathcal{T}_l \) and \( \mathcal{T}_s \), respectively. Each energy term is defined as:

\[
E(\mathcal{T}) = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} \sum_{v_i, v_j, v_k} \|v_i - Hv_j\|^2,
\]

(4)

which is based on [24]. It can also be formulated by other ARAP optimization methods, like [25]. \( H \) is a rigid and scale-irrelevant ARAP transformation matrix, which is achieved by a two-step optimization algorithm. The first step finds an appropriate rotation for each triangle and the second step adjusts its scale. Please refer to [24] for more details. Minimizing \( E_{\text{sketch}} \) keeps the shape of the strokes while minimizing \( E_{\text{link}} \) transfers the deformation of the original mesh to the strokes.

In our system, we set the weight \( \gamma \) to a small value 0.01, allowing the triangles in the link triangle set to be distorted to balance between mesh deformation and stroke shape preserving. We set \( \gamma = 1.0 \) by default in order to better preserve the stroke shape. For all the strokes that need to be more rigid, the user can increase the corresponding \( \gamma \) value by a factor greater than 1.0 by moving a slider.

### Multiple-Layer Animation

As discussed earlier, single layer, mesh-deformation-based animation cannot handle topology change, which is common for dynamic objects (see Fig. 9a). To handle such cases, our system allows the user to create animations with multiple layers. Using this tool, the user first divides the sketch strokes into several groups, each representing a layer (Fig. 9b). To avoid detaching different layers from each other during animation, our system then automatically detects the intersections of these layers, and adds one joint point at the center of each intersection region (Fig. 9c, blue circles) so that these layers are connected. Therefore, all layers can be deformed together during the motion transfer stage, as shown in Fig. 9d-e.

### RESULTS

We have implemented our system in C++, and tested it on a wide variety of input sketch drawings and videos. For drawing aesthetics, we asked artists to create the sketches (all the examples in this paper except Fig. 13). Our main contribution is producing vivid animation of these static sketches. Live Sketch can handle complex non-rigid motions well, e.g., elastic motion (Fig. 10a), articulated motion (Fig. 10c) etc. By applying layered-animation, it can also produce high quality animation that involves self-occlusion (Fig. 10e). The motion extracted from one video example can be easily reused to drive different input sketches with different styles (Fig. 1; Fig. 10b; Fig. 11). Similarly, a single complex drawing can be animated by applying multiple motion examples to its different parts, as shown in Fig. 10d, where the final animation combines the extracted motion from the virus and kite videos. Please refer to the accompanying video for the resulting animations.

### EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We conducted a pilot study to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our system. Ideally we would like to compare our tool with existing animation tools. However, there is no existing tool that takes the same input as ours. As discussed previously, the closest work by Bregler et al. [10] requires a sequence of key shapes for interpolation, instead of a single sketch. Our tool would be faster as it does not need sketching additional key shapes. On the other hand, existing tools such as Adobe Flash and Toon Boom, which take more user inputs, might generate more detailed, expressive results, beyond the motion source. Thus such comparative experiments might not produce useful insights.

![Image](image-url)
Instead of comparing with these existing tools, we were interested more in exploring whether our system can be used effectively by non-professional users. We also included users with adequate animation skills to see whether the performance of our tool depends on the complexity of the motion but not animation skills. In addition, we want to know if our system can fully support users’ creativity to animate sketches by different users.

Participants and Apparatus. 12 university students (a1 to a12) were invited to participate in this study, including 6 male and 6 female. Half of the subjects (a1-a6) had good to professional drawing skills and 2D animation skills, while the other half (n1-n6) had no or very little animation experience. All subjects were enthusiastic about the idea of creating their own 2D animations. A touch-screen notebook (Surface Pro 4 with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6300U @2.40GHz 2.5GHz 8GB RAM) running Windows 10 was used as the testing device. Our system ran smoothly at an interactive rate on this device.

Design and Procedure. Each participant was first given a 20-minute training on how to use our system to draw sketches, extract motion from a video and transfer motion to sketches, instructed by one of the authors. Our system provides only a basic sketching interface, since how to create good static drawings is not our focus. In this tutorial, one video was given for training and it was not used in the formal study.
The subjects were then given 10 minutes to practice using the same example. After the subjects were able to create animations for the sketches they drew and felt comfortable moving forward, they were asked to finish two tasks for each of 5 different video examples (namely, bird, virus, fish, heart, and kite, see Fig. 11 row 1): **Task 1:** animate two given sketches pre-drawn by artists (Fig. 11 row 2 and 3) and **Task 2:** draw two new sketches and animate them.

We used Task 1 to evaluate the usability of motion extraction and transfer, and Task 2 to evaluate the expressiveness of our tool. No time limit was set for these tasks, and one of the authors was always available to answer any questions the subjects might have. The subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire at the end of the study.

**Figure 12.** Selected sketches from Task 2, with each row corresponding to one artist (a1-a6). The columns correspond to the tasks in Fig. 11.

**Figure 13.** Selected sketches from Task 2, with each row corresponding to one novice (n1-n6). The columns correspond to the tasks in Fig. 11.

**Figure 14.** Finishing time of Task 1, for novice (left) and artist (right) users. Tracking: motion extraction time; Sketch1 and sketch2: motion transfer times for sketch1 and sketch2. There was no significant difference between novice and artist users.

**Results.** Our system recorded the timings of each subject, including the start and finish times of the sketching, the motion extraction and transfer steps. We also recorded all the user interactions: adding and adjusting tracking points; sketching; labeling decoration lines; applying local rigidity brushes, and adjusting motion scale and rotation, etc. The averaged completion time of Task 1 for novice and artist users is plotted in Fig. 14. The figure for the averaged number of manual operations is similar and thus not included in the paper. More detailed statistics can be found in Table 1. Some results of Task 2 are shown in Fig 12 and 13. Some of the animation results can be found in the supplementary video.

The results of Task 1 show that there was no significant difference between novice and artist users on the user time of motion extraction and transfer, when producing similar animation results. More specifically, on average, novice users and artists respectively spent 3.066 and 3.107 seconds per frame. Both groups of subjects spent the most time on the heart example, mainly because the specification of control points for motion extraction is less obvious for elastic motion of a single part. Artists applied slightly more manual operations (on average 0.655 operations per frame for artists and 0.510 operations per frame for novices). This is possibly because they preferred to have a finer control on the tracking and motion results to produce higher quality animation. Interestingly, their animation experience helped them operate faster, which is perhaps the reason why their finishing times were comparable to those of the novices.

Through the questionnaire, the participants indicated their satisfaction with our system. They commented that Live Sketch was easy to use, intuitive and efficient. More specifically,

- **n5:** "Honestly, I have no experience in 2D sketch animation creation; this system provides a very intuitive method to transfer the realistic motion to the 2D sketch."

- **a2:** "With this system, as we can just track an existing animation and apply it to other sketches, a simple animation can be easily created. With existing tools, we would need to create a whole new animation from scratch by ourselves."

Eleven out of twelve participants mentioned that the motion extraction tool was easy to learn and use. There were also ten users who liked the fact that they did not need to control the animation frame-by-frame. In addition, our statistics for Task 2 shows that the motion extraction and transfer parts took very short time compared with the sketching time. The respective average times for sketching, motion extraction and motion transfer were 306.80s, 149.86s, 108.62s for novice
users and 450.36s, 144.23s and 95.90s for artists. This means once motion is prepared, both artists and novices can animate a sketch quickly.

**Motion extraction.** The user interface of motion extraction impressed some users. They commented they could extract satisfactory motion with a small amount of user intervention. The frequency of tracking refinement operation is very low, more specifically, on average one operation for every 34 frames per control point.

- **n2:** “I like the idea of transferring the motion from a tracked object to the drawn sketch, which makes the animation quite efficient. . . Though the tracking results are not stable sometime, users can choose tools to manually update the control points, which for sure is a nice add-on.”

- **a5:** “I like the feature of motion capture which can save the time of animators. For 2D-hand drawing animators, they have to draw frame by frame (12-24 frames per second) in order to create a smooth animation. However, by using this system, animators just need to draw one sketch to create a short animation.”

**Motion transfer.** Artists a1, a2, and a5 and the novices n1, and n3-5 also gave positive feedback on the motion transfer part. The stroke-preserving constraint and motion adjustment tool simplify the whole animation process, as confirmed by the participants.

- **n3:** “The system also provides some useful tools that allow adding anchors, fixing background and adding constraints. . . With them I can further improve the quality and customize my animations with several interactions.”

**Limitations.** Some artists mentioned that the transferred animation lacks fine details of the video. This is mainly because the animation is driven by sparsely distributed control points. One possible solution is using dense tracking methods to extract the motion. However, existing dense tracking methods usually do not provide a good scheme to correct tracking errors. We will explore interactive dense tracking correction and precise dense points mapping methods in the future to achieve results with richer details (Fig. 15 (left)). Furthermore, because our system requires only a single sketch as input, it is difficult to introduce 3D animation by simply deforming a single sketch in 3D, though our motion extraction method can capture 3D motion (Fig. 15 (right)).
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**Table 1. Statistics of Task1.** "tracking", "sketch1", "sketch2" refer to the average tracking time and animation time for each input sketch in seconds, respectively. "#ctrl pts" and "#adjust." refer to the respective numbers of control points and the manual adjustments in tracking each video.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>video</th>
<th>#frame</th>
<th>#ctrl pts</th>
<th>#adjust.</th>
<th>tracking (s)</th>
<th>sketch1(s)</th>
<th>sketch2(s)</th>
<th>#ctrl pts</th>
<th>#adjust.</th>
<th>tracking (s)</th>
<th>sketch1(s)</th>
<th>sketch2(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>169.00</td>
<td>59.19</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>198.03</td>
<td>62.11</td>
<td>69.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>115.08</td>
<td>65.71</td>
<td>114.15</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>100.13</td>
<td>92.02</td>
<td>121.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>118.76</td>
<td>94.94</td>
<td>69.52</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>103.32</td>
<td>101.29</td>
<td>121.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>217.58</td>
<td>291.90</td>
<td>91.66</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>168.80</td>
<td>229.32</td>
<td>122.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kite</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>128.27</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>61.72</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>150.23</td>
<td>77.24</td>
<td>71.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15. Failure cases of our system. Left: fine motion details of the tail are missing because of our sparse point tracking method; right: large sketch distortion after transferring 3D motion. Image credits: Jim Nichols; Rick Ray.
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